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Abstract. Feature extraction has always been a significant research topic for in-situ fault diagnosis 
applications. In this research, measurement uncertainty of vibration signal is defined and extracted 
as a pre-processing step for statistical feature calculation. An Empirical Mode Decomposition 
(EMD) detrending method combined with hurst exponent criterion is applied to extract 
uncertainty. Decision tree and Least Square Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) algorithms are 
introduced as statistical feature selector and classifier respectively. Misalignment, rub-impact, 
pedestal looseness as well as eccentricity faults are set on experimental rig in sequence for data 
collecting and to test the proposed method. As the diagnosis accuracy shows, the extracted 
uncertain components are more sensitive to rotor faults compared to original vibration signal. 
HE-EMD (Hurst Exponent-Empirical Mode Decomposition) is proved a rational tool to 
pre-process vibration signal for an enhanced diagnosis ability. This paper shows effectiveness of 
a multi-fault diagnosis method with uncertainty components as state indicator and thus provides 
new approaches for condition monitoring of rotating machinery. 
Keywords: measurement uncertainty, feature extraction, multi-fault diagnosis. 
1. Introduction 
Non-stationary characteristics of monitoring signals are likely to be remarkable in many 
situations because of the complexity of rotating mechanics and time-variant running environment. 
In the last decades, series of adaptive signal analysis algorithms have been developed and widely 
applied to many in-situ applications, however, the adaptive ability is not powerful enough yet, this 
brings obstacles for users to give reasonable explanations to non-stationary phenomena. In order 
to enhance the analyzing practicability and effectiveness of multi-fault diagnosis approach, some 
advanced algorithms have been proposed, such as the statistical feature extraction method.  
Statistical feature of vibration signal have been considered as useful mathematical measure 
and playing a key role in structural health monitoring (SHM) tasks [1-6]. In the last ten years, 
many statistical condition monitoring and multi-fault diagnosis applications have been 
accomplished and reported by researchers [7], the well-accepted way to perform this technique 
could be summarized by the following three steps: (1) Feature extraction based on domain 
transformation; (2) Feature selection based on sensitivity analysis; (3) Classification-based 
diagnosis with soft computing algorithms. In previous research, both “Vibration, Acoustic and 
Acoustic Emission” signal analysis techniques have been developed.  
Vibration feature extraction based diagnosis technique has been widely used to monitor 
rotating machinery [8-15]. Baydar and Ball yielded satisfactory results by using wavelet 
transformation to detect gear failure [10]. Wavelet based monitoring method could also be found 
in [11] where Hurst exponent features are utilized as classification objects. The analysis ability of 
transformation methods depends on the similarity level between basis function (such as wavelet) 
and the analysis object, when these two are not fitted well, residue components will be generated 
inevitably and this leads to information loss. More importantly, it may directly produce a 
deteriorated diagnosis result. In Amarnath and Krishna’s research, severity of gear fault is 
evaluated successively based on statistical analysis of Empirical Mode Decomposition 
preprocessed signals [16]. V. Sugumaran et al. proposed a condition monitoring framework 
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including statistical feature extraction and selection process [17, 18] to avoid this defect and also 
enhance the analysis ability. In their research, the decision tree algorithm is adopted to perform 
feature selection. This process offers an opportunity to gain analysis adaptability for non-
stationary situations as it is independent of transformation function. For statistical feature 
extraction process, a pre-processing method called uncertainty extraction is proposed in our 
research to help select the most sensitive feature among all candidates and to further improve the 
diagnosis accuracy. With selected features, classification task could be accomplished by soft 
computing classifiers [15, 18]. Compared tos transformation based methods, statistical diagnosis 
approach is applicable to both stationary and strongly non-stationary fault classification problems.  
Acoustic Emission (AE) analysis based diagnosis technique has also attracted researchers’ 
attention. Statistical features like spectral kurtosis, crest factor or wavelet coefficients are 
extracted as state indicator for machine condition monitoring [19-23]. Similar to acoustical 
emission signal processing, research about diagnosis methods with low and medium frequency 
acoustic signal have also been reported [24-28]. Frequency spectrum feature extraction and mutual 
information based feature selection processes are adopted for rotating machine state speculation. 
In both vibration and acoustic signal measurement process, as noticed by researchers, 
measurement uncertainty is ubiquitous and often unavoidable between each test. In order to 
indicate the uncertainty level as well as its effect on decision-making about the test, statistical 
features are calculated and provided along with the routine information of every test result.  
 
Fig. 1. Uncertainty extraction based multi-fault diagnosis system 
In this research, the uncertainty component is defined and expressed by Hurst Exponent. Some 
may confuse this with “noise” in testing, however, it is different and more general: according to 
the Hurst Exponent criterion, the uncertainty component is defined by “complexity” rather than 
higher frequency. For non-stationary situations, “complexity” is rational to define uncertainty 
components. As the certain components tend to be stable and hold a lower level of “complexity”, 
a threshold of Hurst Exponent is set for non-stationary signal processing method. Empirical Mode 
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Decomposition is adopted to eliminate certain components, which is called “detrending” in this 
research, for in Empirical Mode Decomposition, the certain component is called “trend” term. The 
remaining part of original signal is defined “Uncertainty” because they all exceed the complexity 
threshold. 
As shown by Fig. 1, the vibration uncertainty extraction based multi-fault diagnosis system is 
presented. Firstly, in Section 2, the experimental rig is described as well as the experiment details. 
In Section 3, statistics of vibration signal are discussed as candidates for feature selection. Hurst 
Exponent-Ensemble Mode Decomposition based uncertainty extraction method is proposed, a 
comparison between original and processed data is given as illustration in Section 4; Section 5 
shows the Decision Tree based feature selection process; Section 6 describes LS-SVM based 
diagnosis method as well as the sensitivity results which proves effectiveness of proposed method.  
2. Experimental rig  
A schematic diagram of experiment rig for vibration measurement is shown in Fig. 2. Two 
balanced disks dimensioned 75 mm (OD) × 23 mm (thickness) are set on two shafts respectively. 
This system is comprised of two single disk rotors symmetrically arranged with shafts connected 
by a rigid coupling unit. Four oil lubricated journal bearings and supporters are mounted on stiff 
pedestals. The total length of two shafts is 0.6 m and the diameter is 10 mm. Rotary speed control 
for acceleration, deceleration and steady states is implemented by PC. With a first critical speed 
of 2000 RPM, experimental data are all collected when speed stabilizes at 4500 RPM. Five 
accelerometers are fitted to four pedestals and the shield. All sensors have a sampling frequency 
4096 Hz for all training and testing datasets acquisition.  
 
Fig. 2. Experiment rig for vibration measurement 
Faulty states discussed in this research include Normal, coupling Misalignment, Rub-Impact, 
Pedestal Looseness and Eccentricity. All of these states are set on experimental rig in sequence 
and tested for 10 times. As Fig. 2 shows, angular Misalignment fault is set by a coupling unit 
which connects two rotors; Rub-Impact fault is made by installing a screw on the mounting frame 
around the shaft which keeps an adjustable small clearance between the shaft and screw. Pedestal 
Looseness fault is set by retightened bolts between bearing house and pedestal, the manmade gap 
is also adjustable. Eccentricity fault is made by installing a 1.2 g weight screw on the disk of the 
rotor. Some typical vibration time series are given in Fig. 3.  
3. Statistical feature extraction  
The statistical feature extraction concepts and its usage in multi-fault diagnosis were discussed 
previously [12-14, 16, 17]. Herein, in order to detect rotor faults through analysis of uncertainty, 
statistical variables such as high order statistics, and crest factor, etc. are considered to be state 
indicator candidates in feature extraction process.  
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In this research, several statistics are calculated, they are: mean, skewness, kurtosis, min, max, 
median, mode, MAD (Mean/median absolute deviation), standard deviation, variance, etc. For 
vibration time series, abnormal behaviors could be detected by analyzing these features. In 
previous research [13], a feature selection method is applied to all calculated statistical features to 
pick out the most sensitive ones for classification. Their idea is intuitionistic, with fewer features, 
classification problem is a low-dimensional one, and classifier could give a better result. For 
classification problems, optimal feature does not exist, among all these candidates, some may be 
more sensitive to status compared to others. These sensitive attributes are supposed to be selected 
as the classification targets. In order to further simplify the classification problem, a 
pre-processing method called HE-EMD method is proposed and adopted. The corresponding idea 
could be elaborated as follows: Rotating machines in different status behave distinctively, as their 
monitoring signal, the vibration time series exhibit heavy non-stationary characteristics, especially 
for those rotors in abnormal status. HE-EMD method is adopted to extract non-stationary 
component, which is called “Uncertainty”, from original time series. For HE-EMD method divides 
original signal into two parts based on “complexity”, the more complex part is supposed to be the 
non-stationary components. 
 
Fig. 3. Vibration time series of rotor in several abnormal states 
4. HE-EMD based uncertainty extraction 
According to previous research, the mathematical definition of “Uncertainty” has been given 
by statistical expressions [29-31]. In this research, the non-stationary signal processing algorithm 
Empirical Mode Decomposition is adopted to decompose the original signal into series of 
non-stationary modes. For all intrinsic modes, Hurst Exponent will be calculated. A Hurst 
Exponent threshold is resorted to define “complexity” and quantify its “complex” level. For those 
components which exceed the threshold of “complexity”, for their non-stationary characteristic is 
sufficiently significant, their summation will be defined as the uncertainty component of the 
original signal. Considering the conservation characteristic of Empirical Mode Decomposition, 
this uncertainty extraction process will not produce fictitious results and is reasonable. 
4.1. Hurst exponent criterion  
Hurst Exponent is utilized as a criterion to differentiate data into two types: Random Walk and 
Noise. The most significant difference between them is the auto-correlation level [32-34]: with 
the increase of Hurst Exponent ܪ௤ value, especially when ܪ௤ exceeding 1, the auto-correlation 
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characteristic becomes stronger, this means certainty fluctuation exists and dominates the time 
series. As these certainty fluctuations have less influence on non-stationary characteristic, 
eliminating them from original signal will help further reduce information redundancy before 
feature extraction process. In this research, time series with ܪ௤ value under 1 are considered as 
uncertain components and feature extraction targets. The Hurst exponent formulations pair are 
defined by the following 5 equations: 
ܻ(݅) = ෍[ݔ௞ − ݔ]
௜
௞ୀଵ
, ݅ = 1, . . . , ܰ, (1)
ܨଶ(ߥ, ݏ) = 1ݏ ෍{ܻ[(ߥ − 1)ݏ + ݅] − ݕఔ(݅)}
ଶ
௦
௜ୀଵ
, ߥ = 1, . . . , ௌܰ, (2)
ܨଶ(ߥ, ݏ) = 1ݏ ෍{ܻ[(ܰ − (ߥ − ௌܰ)ݏ + ݅] − ݕఔ(݅)}
ଶ
௦
௜ୀଵ
, ߥ = ௌܰ + 1, . . . , 2 ௌܰ, (3)
ܨ௤(ߥ, ݏ) = ቐ
1
2 ௌܰ ෍ ܨ
ଶ[(ߥ, ݏ)]௤ଶ
ଶேೄ
ఔୀଵ
ቑ
ଵ
௤
, (4)
ܨ௤(ݏ)~ݏு௤, (5)
where ݔ௞ is the ݇th point in data series, ݔ is the statistical mean, ݏ is the segment length of ݔ when 
ݔ is segmented. ௌܰ is the number of segments.  
After calculating Hurst Exponent of experimental data, ܪ௤  values of normal and abnormal 
datasets are all found below 1:0.7147 for normal data and 0.3655, 0.4859, 0.7571, 0.6388 for 
abnormal data respectively. For any data segment, ܪ௤ value greater than or even close to 0.5 still 
reflects “long-range dependence”, in this case, a pre-process of “detrending” is a proposed for 
uncertainty extraction to enhance its significance.  
4.2. EMD detrending 
In order to obtain uncertainty component of original signal, Empirical Mode Decomposition 
algorithm is applied to detrend the time series. According to [35], this algorithm decomposes 
original data into several additive non-stationary components, each component represents a 
specific mechanism.  
Steps of Empirical Mode Decomposition algorithm are listed as: 
(1) ݔ(݇) is input into program; 
(2) Extract the IMF (Intrinsic Mode Function) ܿ௜ (݅ = 1,…, ܫ); 
(3) Calculate the local extrema function; 
(4) Interpolate and produce envelops; 
(5) Calculate the mean; 
(6) Update residue ݎ and iteration of (1)-(5); 
(7) Until decomposition finishes and get ݔ(݇) = ∑ ܿ௜ூ௜ୀଵ + ݎ (ܫ stands for number of IMF). 
After times of iteration, original signal can be decomposed into IMFs and a residue ݎ, which 
is the trend of ݔ. A threshold of Hurst Exponent ܪ௤ = 0.5 is referred for uncertainty extraction. 
Those Intrinsic Mode Functions with Hurst Exponent greater than 0.5 will be removed. The 
remaining Intrinsic Mode Functions with Hurst Exponent less than 0.5 will be added up to 
“Uncertainty” component of the dataset.  
The vibration signal is collected repeatedly on a cascade rotor system, with different manmade 
faults: coupling Misalignment, Rub-Impact, Pedestal Looseness and Eccentricity. Empirical Mode 
Decomposition detrending is applied to the vibration datasets. Through this detrending process, 
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uncertainty components are “brought to the front” and thus dominating the processed time series 
which makes them more sensitive to abnormal states.  
4.3. Vibration measurement uncertainty 
In this research, Hurst Exponent is calculated for all original datasets as well as the 
corresponding detrended ones to exhibit their uncertainty level. A comparison is illustrated in 
Table 1 as a support of HE-EMD method, for after detrending, the uncertainty level shows a 
significant change. The uncertain level calculation is referred to Eqs. (1)-(5). 
According to Table 1, it is clear that after HE-EMD detrending, uncertainty level of these time 
series, normal and abnormal ones, increases significantly (ܪ௤ value decreases). This difference 
reveals that the proposed detrending method effectively enhances the significance of uncertainty. 
However, the effect of the detrending process on feature selection and extraction is still pending, 
it is discussed in the next section by decision tree algorithm.  
Table 1. Uncertainty level of original and detrended data 
State ܪ௤ Original Detrended 
Normal 0.7147 0.3498 
Misalignment 0.3655 0.3618 
Rub impact 0.4859 0.3776 
Pedestal looseness 0.7571 0.3435 
Eccentricity 0.6388 0.3270 
5. Decision tree based feature selection 
To simplify the classification problem and ensure a stable diagnosis rate, the most sensitive 
statistics are selected from all feature candidates. Data mining technique is utilized. Decision tree 
is an information gain based algorithm generally used in previous research [12-14, 17, 18, 36]. 
Two relevant variables named information entropy and information gain function are defined as: 
ܧ݊ݐݎ݋݌ݕ(ܵ) = ෍ −݌௜logଶ݌௜
௡
௜
, (6)
ܩܽ݅݊(ܵ, ܣ) = ܧ݊ݐݎ݋݌ݕ(ܵ) − ෍ |ܵ௔||ܵ|
௡
௔∈௩௔௟௨௘(஺)
ܧ݊ݐݎ݋݌ݕ(ܵ௔), (7)
where ݊ is number of classes, ݌௜ is the possibility of ܵ belonging to ݅th class. And information 
gain function measures value variation of entropy after whole training data set partitioned by 
feature ܣ. ݒ݈ܽݑ݁(ܣ) is set of possible values of feature ܣ. ܵ௔ is the subset of ܵ when feature ܣ has 
value ܽ. 
In this case, all statistical features listed in Section 3 are calculated for 80 segments of each 5 
states (total 400 segments). These features are input to decision tree algorithm and the output is 
the decision rules. Based on following analysis and comparison, the most sensitive features will 
be selected. Two important feature selection rules are listed below:  
(1) From top to bottom, the importance of statistical feature is descending, but all features 
appear in decision tree (wherever near leaf or root) will be selected. To ensure no information loss, 
those less important features (near leaf) are also included;  
(2) For the same dataset, simpler decision rules or tree structure (as shown by Fig. 6) is 
preferred because fewer statistical features will be selected (5 in Figs. 4-5 but only 3 in Fig. 6). 
Three decision trees generated from original, trend and detrended data (uncertainty data) are 
shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 4. Decision tree of original vibration data 
 
Fig. 5. Decision tree of trend (certain) component 
(1) Minimum value is the most important feature for original and trend data because it 
separates all segments into two main categories. For these two types of data, 5 statistical features 
as: Minimum value, Kurtosis, MAD, STD and Skewness are sensitive features for states  
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indication.  
(2) Compared to original and trend data, decision tree of detrended data is succinct as shown 
in Fig. 6. The simplified tree structure leads to a reduced feature set, consequently, only three 
features as: STD, MAD, Skewness are selected. In following part of classification, these 
three-dimensional-vectors of each data segment will be classified for multi-fault diagnosis.  
After enhancing significance of uncertainty by the novel “Hurst Exponent-Ensemble Mode 
Decomposition” method, information redundancy is reduced. It is beneficial for classification. 
 
Fig. 6. Decision tree of uncertain component 
6. LS-SVM based multi-fault diagnosis  
After decision tree based selection process, these features will be classified by classifier in 
order to infer the rotor state. As reported by state-of-art research, a Least Square Support Vector 
Machine classifier is chosen to perform classification of statistical feature vectors because of its 
ability to solve problems with enormous data samples, meanwhile keeping classification on time 
because of less iteration [37-39].  
6.1. Least square twin support vector machine 
Standard C-SVM (Soft-Margin Support Vector Machine) formulations are given by following 
Eq. (8) and Eq. (9): 
minఠ,క ܬ(߱, ߦ) =
1
2 ߱
்߱ + ܿ ෍ ߦ௞
ே
௞ୀଵ
, (8)
ݏ. ݐ. ൜ݕ௞[߱
்߮(ݔ௞) + ܾ] ≥ 1 − ߦ௞, ݇ = 1, . . . , ܰ,
ߦ௞ ≥ 0,                     ݇ = 1, . . . , ܰ, (9)
where the training set {ݔ௞, ݕ௞}௞ୀଵே  includes input patterns ݔ௞ ∈ ℜே  and class labels  ݕ௞ ∈ {−1, +1}. ܰ is the total number of training samples. ߱ and ܾ stand for the classification 
surface coefficients. ܿ  is the penalty factor, ߦ  is the slack variable. Both are defined for 
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non-separable data classification.  
In Least Square Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) formulations, inequality constrain Eq. (9) 
is replaced by the equality constrain: 
minఠ,௕,௘ܬ(߱, ܾ, ݁) =
1
2 ߱
்߱ + ߛ 12 ෍ ݁௞
ଶ
ே
௞ୀଵ
, (10)
ݕ௞[்߱߮(ݔ௞) + ܾ] = 1 − ݁௞, ݇ = 1, . . . , ܰ, (11)
where ߛ is the tuning parameter. ݁௞ is the least square error.  
According to [37], when handling with large datasets, comparable classification accuracy and 
considerably lesser computational time could be easily obtained with LS-SVM algorithm. Hence 
in this research, it is applied to classification for multi-fault diagnosis.  
6.2. Training and testing 
The LS-SVM classifier is trained by 5 groups of 400 feature data (5 dimensional vectors for 
original/trend data and 3 dimensional vectors for detrended data) generated by rotor experiment 
rig. Radial Basis Function kernel function is selected. After Coupled Simulated Annealing 
optimization, the value of optimal kernel parameter is 1.49, and the value of optimal regularization 
parameter is 25.1. In order to prove effectiveness of the proposed method, the trained classifier is 
tested by 4000 feature data. With this 10 fold testing result, diagnosis rate is calculated and a table 
of accuracy is shown by Table 2. The definition of Sensitivity and Specificity are given as follows: 
ܵ݁݊ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ = ܶݎݑ݁ܲ݋ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݁ܶݎݑ݁ܲ݋ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݁ + ܨ݈ܽݏ݁ܰ݁݃ܽݐ݅ݒ݁, (12)
ܵ݌݂݁ܿ݅݅ܿ݅ݐݕ = ܶݎݑ݁ܰ݁݃ܽݐ݅ݒ݁ܶݎݑ݁ܰ݁݃ܽݐ݅ݒ݁ + ܨ݈ܽݏ݁ܲ݋ݏݐ݅ݒ݁, (13)
where True positive value is the number of samples detected correctly; False negative value is the 
number of samples detected falsely. True negative value is the number of samples correctly 
rejected and False positive value is the number of samples incorrectly rejected. 
For fault diagnosis, it is a priority to set sensitivity of all faulty states in the first place because 
it is about risk control and preventing disasters. As shown in Table 2, the diagnosis rate given by 
LS-SVM classifier based on extracted uncertainty data is better than classification result on 
original data. This comparison shows that uncertainty extracted from original data is 
correspondingly more sensitive to specific rotor faults than original data. This could be explained 
as the long-term correlative components may lead to information redundancy which hampers 
statistical feature classification. 
Table 2. Diagnosis accuracy by LS-SVM classifier 
Rate State 
Normal Misalignment Rub-impact Pedestal looseness Eccentricity 
Original data 
Sensitivity  82.5 % 81.3 % 57.5 % 73.4 % 75 % 
Specificity 84.9 % 87.9 % 94.3 % 94.5 % 93.5 % 
Uncertainty extracted data 
Sensitivity  97.4 % 96.2 % 97.5 % 97.5 % 98.7 % 
Specificity 99 % 98.3 % 97.9 % 98.1 % 99 % 
7. Conclusions 
Measurement uncertainty of vibration signals was extracted to develop a pre-processing 
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method for rotor multi-fault diagnosis. The method of Hurst exponent combined with empirical 
mode decomposition method to extract uncertainty from original vibration signal was proposed. 
Decision tree based feature selection was performed with uncertainty data. A multi-fault diagnosis 
system was constructed, trained and tested with generated statistical feature vectors. Both the 
Misalignment, Rub-impact, Pedestal Looseness as well as Eccentricity fault of the system were 
studied experimentally. Based on these investigations, the following significant factors affecting 
statistical multi-fault diagnosis approach are found. 
1) When rotor system exhibits abnormal motions, measurement uncertainty is sensitive to 
specific faults compared to original vibration signal. To perform multi-fault diagnosis, statistical 
features are calculated as state indicators. 
2) The existence of trend components (or say certain component) lead to diagnosis rate 
decrease in statistical fault diagnosis because of information redundancy. Empirical mode 
decomposition is utilized to extract uncertain components adaptively while Hurst exponent 
coefficient is available to measure uncertainty degree and used as threshold for uncertainty 
definition. 
3) Based on comparison between results of three decision trees generated, it is found that the 
number of variables could be reduced by HE-EMD method which benefits fault diagnosis.  
4) With selected sensitive features, a better diagnosis rate is obtained by LS-SVM classifier on 
uncertainty data. This attractive characteristic of uncertainty data exhibits its better sensitivity to 
rotor faults. 
This research reveals some inherent characteristics about measurement uncertainty of a rotor 
system. With a “complexity” understanding of such characteristics, uncertainty data can be 
extracted and classified as an improvement of fault diagnosis performance. The statistical features 
such as standard deviation, MAD and skewness were discussed and concluded that they could be 
considered as indicators of corresponding vibration time series. Additionally, it is planned for us 
to adopt the proposed method to composite-fault diagnosis applications. 
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